T HE British Science Guild, the annual meeting of which was held on April 29, occupies a peculiar position among kindred societies. We have societies concerned with the promotion of science in generalnotably the Royal Society-and of particular sciences such as chemistry, physics; geology, botany and zoology, and their numerous progeny-physical chemistry, biochemistry, and the rest. There are other societiesthe Society of Chemical Industry is a good examplewhich devote themselves to the application of particular sciences to industry. The British Science Guild, founded by Sir Norman Lockyer in 1905 "to promote the application of scientific methods and results to social problems and public affairs," is not a scientific society, nor an institute of industry, nor an educational assoCiatwn. It is a national organisation, the chief purpose of which is to reconcile the interests of science industry, and education, and to co-ordinate their act1v1t1es. Sir William Bragg, in a recent broadcast talk explaining the work of the Guild, said : " In originality of scientific work, mechanical ingenuity and operative skill, our race is in the forefront." This claim will be confirmed by the .most cursory inspection of our national roll of men of science and invention. But there is something lacking, he suggests, and that is " a spirit of unity among all classes through the alliance of science, invention and labour working as a single force for national development and common welfare." To this "spirit of unity" the nation, beset by its war-heritage of financial and industrial problems, will have to pay in<;:reasing homage if it is to maintain its leading position, achieved in large measure through its "scientific work, mechanical ingenuity, and operative skill."
The traditional role of the British man of science is to discover fundamental scientific principles and to regard their application as a matter of subsidiary interest. Huxley, in his essay on the " Progress of Science," says that the history of physical science teaches that the practical advantages it offers never have been and never will be sufficiently attractive to men inspired by the inborn genius of the interpreter of Nature to give them courage to undergo the toils and make the sacrifices which that calling requires from its votaries. Their real stimulus comes from the joy of discovering the causes of things-from " the supreme delight of extending the realm of law and order ever farther towards the unattainable goals of the infinitely great and the infinitely small between which our little race is run." He refers to the practical applications of science as the " flotsam and jetsam of the tide of investigation " destined to be turned NATURE into the wages of workmen and the wealth of capitalists while the wave of scientific investigation advances proudly over the ocean of the unknown.
If Huxley adopted an exalted view of the value of pure scientific investigation, he recognised that the interests of science and industry are identical. There is happily an increasing recognition of the need for "the alliance of scienc.e, invention and labour" for which Sir William Bragg pleads, a need often illustrated by our scientific and industrial history. The classical example of the traditional role of the British man of science is provided by the history of the aniline dye industry, based on Sir William Perkins's discoveries. It is of interest to recall that when Perkins discovered, in 1856, the first aniline dye, ' mauvine,' he was working on the constitution of quinine. Diverse explanatiops have been offered of our failure to establish a great industry at an early stage on the basis of these discoveries. It has been said, for example, that after the death of the Prince Consort, Hofmann abandoned his professorship at the Royal College of Chemistry and returned to Berlin, taking with him a band of workers who possessed the expert knowledge of the aniline dyes. The late King Edward VII.'s great interest in the technological developments at South Kensington was due-so he assured Lord Haldaneto the fact that this work would have been accomplished by his father, the Prince Consort, but for his premature death. Others have suggested that the fate of the aniline dye industry in Great Britain was sealed by the control which English chemists exercised through their patents, by which so much money was made that they ceased to care whether the industry developed further.
Whatever may have been the cause, the dyestuffs industry in Great Britain was neglected, and the Germans took it up and by skill and patience developed the industry on a scale of which we are, alas, too often reminded. How much effort and money-both private and public-have been expended to recover the lost ground and what serious risks we have run in the meantime, even as regards our national security ? Dr. E. F. Armstrong, in the course of his address at the annual meeting of the British Science Guild, while admitting that the fight is not yet won, was able to express optimism as to the future. He stressed the need for the application of scientific method to technical success, adding, however, that "it is more than ever true that without' commercial prudence and ability, complete success is unlikely." The harvest of research ripens slowly, but the industry is finding its faith in research justified. At the present time the dyestuff industry in Great Britain is protected not by a tariff, but by absolute prohibition of the import of NO. 2950, VOL. I I 7] dyes and intermediates, except under licence, and it is satisfactory to learn that few licences are granted on the grounds of quality or price.
The original dyestuff industry in Germany, as Dr. Armstrong reminded his audience, grew into a synthetic organic chemical industry manufacturing drugs and many other synthetic products of everyday use. In addition, the industry became " a potential arsenal for chemical warfare." The improvisations made by Britain during the War involved mistakes which were paid for in human life and treasure, " but right well was the work done by our chemists ; and the country can never repay, nor should she ever be allowed to forget, the debt she owes to them." Their work is being continued, and the dyestuff industry in Britain has made progress which, all things considered, is regarded as a real achievement by those in a position to judge.
The artificial silk industry occupies a brighter page in the scientific and industrial history of Great Britain. The silk thread is and has always been a manufactured article, not a natural product, whether the agent be a silkworm or a chemical worker. So long ago as the early years of the eighteenth century, Reaumur realised that what a worm could do, civilised man might also hope to accomplish. M. Bon at about this time produced gloves and stockings from a yarn formed from the web of the familiar domestic spider. The inventor and pioneer of the artificial silk industry, Hilaire de Chardonnet, applied his chemical knowledge to this problem. He succeeded in transforming cellulose into a soluble colloidal form, which he converted into a thread, and on the basis of this discovery he founded a factory in his native town, Besanc;on, and established a successful industry. Other processes followed, such as the Lehner process, established in Switzerland.
Of special interest to British chemists is the viscose reaction and process, by which cellulose in the form of wood-pulp is synthetically converted in two stages into the water-soluble sulphocarbonic hydrate ester. This process, discovered in r89z, was an incident in a sustained study of alkali-cellulose and the mercerising process conducted by Cross and Bevan from the year r88o. At the appropriate moment, the inventor gave invaluable assistance in the industrial application of the discovery. The industry is greatly indebted to the invention by C. Topham of the centrifugal spinning box known as the' Topham box.' Finally, the necessary capital and enterprise were forthcoming for commercial exploitation. Messrs. Cortaulds took over the viscose experimental plant at the Kew works of the Zurich Lamp Company in 1904, and established new works at Coventry in the following year. But it was not until 1907 that the process was sufficiently advanced for industrial application on a large scale.
Another process for artificial silk production-the product is now known as ' celanese '-is based on cellulose acetate, the familiar aeroplane dope of the War, manufactured by the process of H. Dreyfus. In this case a great War industry was turned to a peaceful application. Many other processes for the production of artificial silk have been devised both in Great Britain and on the Continent. The exploitation of cellulose in its various forms has indeed attracted intensive and sustained study throughout the world. It is gratifying, especially to those who remember the chequered history of the aniline dye industry in Britain, that the viscose process, a triumph of British science and industry, has now acquired such an assured position.
Both men of science and men of affairs should read, mark and digest those contrasted histories. Their moral is fairly obvious. We have outgrown and outlived the Victorian age with its smug complacency, its narrow political creeds, its devouring animosities. To create a new world from these smouldering embers, we must recapture the Elizabethan spirit of adventure and combine with it " a spirit of unity among all classes through the alliance of science, invention and labour working as a single force for national development and human welfare." T. LL. H. D R. MELLOR tells us that the proverb ' diamond cut diamond ' is of Hindu origin and that, " consonant with their mystic temperament and glowing imagination, the Hindus consecrated the diamond to their chief gods and attributed to it sovereign virtues."
Carbon and Silicon: the two Foundation
Our temperament is such, that though mystics may prosper among us, we seem to have no imagination. If we had the least, we should worship diamond as the basis of life and every chemist would proudly display the gem as his sign of office. Every chemist, too, would marvel greatly at the properties of silicon and would seek to contrast them with those of carbonone the symbol and substance of mobility and life, the other almost that of fixity and death.. As it is, the phys.ical chemist learns nothing of the. chemistry of carbon and of life and less of that of silicon and silicates, the . organic chemist nothing of silicates, though these pave the earth. Silica we can show but sadly, shut up in secrecy-yet we make gems of it and so honour it in silence.
NO. 2950, VOL. I I 7] This is the sixth volume of Dr. Mellor's stupendous treatise. Carbon and silicon, chiefly the latter, are the subject matter. It is impossible to do justice to the greatness of his work-to rate it at its proper value, to appreciate the truly scientific spirit in which, throughout the years, he has wrought for us, the excessive modesty of his presentation, his wondrous talent as a compiler, his almost uncanny faculty of unearthing information, his power of curt expression and concise statement, his logical, unbiassed attitude. That one man should accomplish so much is more than remarkable. Knowing him and having had the privilege of admission within his sanctuary, I have some understanding of his method and temperamental peculiarities, including his match-devouring capacity and his phlegm: but all may read his character in his work, if they will. What is not known is the wonderful manner in which the ways of his life are made smooth by the care of a devoted wife. Little as he is seen in the world, all who know him are his admirers and friends. He is not only the bibliophile and dictionary maker but himself a scientific worker and has long been scientific leader of the pottery industry. How entirely our Royal Society system fails in recognising scientific worth, how partial it is in its judgments, is shown by the fact that the Society, to our great loss, does not yet number him among its fellows.
Dr. Mellor's books are not for babes but every one who aspires to be rated a full-grown chemist should possess them and ponder their every page, scarce one of which does not offer many problems. They are costly but worth whatever sacrifice their purchase may entail. We may hope that when teaching is made rational and the farce is no longer perpetrated of calling upon students merely to memorise and reproduce, the existence of books such as Mellor's will be recognised and they will be treated as living instruments. Then, proof of power to read, interpret and use them, whenever occasion arise, will be asked for, instead of the parrotlike memorised acquaintance with the text-book now forced upon students.
The real value of the treatise lies in the demand its statements make upon the intelligence-the aid they afford as a key to the literature. Any one who has learnt to use it will have learnt to read: to ask himself what can be the meaning of the numerous, often diverse and irreconcilable statements that are on record. Indeed, the book is only to be read with full profit if it be read always in a critical comparative spirit. The author's attitude is nearly always non-committal: "Here are the statements for which you have paid me three guineas a volume, now take your choice." He never adopts the clerical (? neo-chemical), dogmatic attitude : perhaps he too rarely sums up or makes
